ACCOR® Technology––Company:

Innovative
Industry Leader
ACCOR Technology, Inc. has:
● The staying power and
motivation to keep improving
product performance and
application.
● The ingenuity to continue
innovating, applying our
design technology to many
new solutions for the plumbing
industry.
● The strength and the
experience to grow to new
market heights—and the
reputation to back it.

Made
in USA

Includes
Labor

Founded in 1988, ACCOR® Technology, Inc. is the industry
pioneer and market leader in push-fit plumbing valves.
ACCOR revolutionized the construction industry by introducing
a simple, tools-free solution to plumbing. Born out of
challenges experienced by contractors, ACCOR’s PUSHON®
technology introduced the idea of simplifying the plumbing
method for attaching supply stops—a method that the industry
later dubbed as “push-fit” and has been imitated by many other
valve manufacturers ever since.

We Transformed the Market.
At a time when plumbing methods had not changed in 50
years, and we have continued to innovate—ACCOR is the only
company that provides an increased margin of safety through a
patented design of two gripper rings for double pipe contact and a
twist-off removal system that ensures no accidental early release.

Contact ACCOR: Jill Neumeister
PR@ACCORTechnology.com 253.405.6330
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ACCOR® Technology––Company:
“I really got excited when the
technology we developed not only
made life for plumbers easier but
also made the connection to the
pipe and fixtures much, much more
reliable than compression, soldered
or crimped valves—so reliable, we
have been able to offer a 10-year
warranty on the valve since 1988.”
Founder Jerry O’Neill

NEW INSTALLS
ON PEX PIPE

Proudly Made in the USA.
Headquartered in Kirkland, Washington, ACCOR®
proudly manufactures all its products in the USA.
Our manufacturing plant in Wenatchee, Washington,
utilizes a state-of-the-art manufacturing process with
an automated, robotics-controlled line that senses and
tests every valve for high quality. We have invested
millions of dollars into unique manufacturing technology
that allows us to implement the best quality controls
while keeping jobs in the United States.

We Stand Behind Our Products
with a 10 Year Warranty.
No company is worth its salt without standing behind its
products. At ACCOR, we offer a warranty that covers
not only any product defects but also the associated
labor. This exclusive warranty—unmatched by any
competitor— demonstrates our confidence in our
product performance and quality assurance.

PUSHON® Technology Outperforms
All Others.
COMPRESSION
VALVE REPLACE

Our company’s success comes from a great team
proud to be part of the U.S. manufacturing sector.
It begins with our superior engineering and drive to
innovate. But it is our dedicated culture of quality
assurance and customer satisfaction that has propelled
us to lead the market with our PUSHON technology.

Simply put, we are the best.

Made
in USA

Includes
Labor
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